
MINUTES OF UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
COLLEGE PANHELLENIC ASSOCIATION

[20, April, 2022]

The regular meeting was called to order by President Alli Calvert at 3:31 pm. The roll was called
by Vice President of Administration Alyssa Russo. A quorum was present.

READING OF THE PANHELLENIC CREED
We, as undergraduate Members of women’s fraternities, stand for good scholarship, for guarding
of good health, for maintenance of fine standards and for serving, to the best of our ability, our
college community. Cooperation for furthering fraternity life, in harmony with its best
possibilities, is the ideal that shall guide our fraternity activities. We, as Fraternity Women, stand
for service through the development of character inspired by the close contact and deep
friendship of the individual fraternity and Panhellenic life. The opportunity for wide and wise
human service, through mutual respect and helpfulness, is the tenet by which we strive to live.

Roll Call

Alpha Delta Pi YES
Alpha Epsilon Phi YES
Alpha Xi Delta YES
Chi Omega YES
Delta Delta Delta YES
Delta Zeta YES
Gamma Phi Beta YES
Kappa Alpha Theta YES
Kappa Delta YES
Kappa Kappa Gamma YES
Pi Beta Phi YES
Zeta Tau Alpha YES

GUESTS: The following guests were present:

There was a motion by a general census by Panhellenic President Alli Calvert to approve
the previous minutes of the meeting on [4/13/2022].



Hadley Atchinson, Kappa Kappa Gamma Pan Delegate, motioned to approve the
previous minutes of the meeting on [4/13/2022] by a general census.

Maddy Rametta, Alpha Delta Pi Pan Delegate, seconded the motion to approve the
previous minutes of the meeting on [4/13/2022] by a general census.

PREVIOUS MINUTES: The previous minutes of the meeting on [4/13/2022] were approved as
distributed

OFFICER REPORTS
President- Alli Calvert: pan@ucf.edu

● Hi Everyone! Happy Last Pan!
○ I cant believe we are done and over halfway through our terms

● Last All-President and Advisors Meeting
○ TONIGHT April 20th at 6 pm on Zoom

● Last Panhellenic Presidents Meeting
○ April 21st at 9 pm on Zoom

● Greek Council Applications
○ Executive Vice President open now (click here)
○ Community Program Committee (click here)
○ Director of Leadership and Academics (click here)

■ Position descriptions (click here)
● FSL Ambassador Informational

○ Thursday, April 21st at 4pm in the OFSL Multipurpose Room
● A Note on Recruitment

○ As information becomes available, please know that the Exec Board is
communicating with the appropriate officers whether that be the Recruitment
Chairs, President, and Panhellenic Delegates. This is the first in person
recruitment in 2 years so not only are we having to navigate this but also OFSL
and UCF Admin. There has been a lot of staff turnover in these places since
Recruitment 2019. Please, especially as we enter summer and we do not see each
other as often, give us some grace. We try not to tell you information unless it is
100% as not to have to go back on our word. We promise everyone will have all
the pertinent information they need in plenty of time to allow recruitment to run
smoothly, it just may not be at the time you think you need it. We are here to
support you, the chapters, throughout this process as well as ensure the PNMs
have a great experience. This has been something we’ve been working towards all
semester and will continue to do so.

Executive Vice President- Caitlin Moore: ucfpanevp@gmail.com

● Happy last Pan Wednesday of the semester everyone!
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● The last round of proposals to change our governing documents was sent to our National
Panhellenic Council Advisor and I resent them to her with the changes she suggested to
the original proposal

○ Over summer, I’ll be finalizing the revision of those along with all other
necessary changes! We’ll pick back up with revisions in the fall!

● Summer plans!
○ Continuing to educate the Pan community over summer…

■ I’ll be recording videos of myself reviewing our governing documents
■ Light, easy, short, fun videos to help you all understand and connect with

these rules! Each video will cover a few sections of the rules and some
examples if applicable.

■ Furthermore, I am working on making a few one-pagers of the governing
documents to help when you need to quickly reference things + to serve as
a practical guide during primary recruitment.

■ I’ll be collaborating with the AMAZING VP of PR, Amy!!!! <33
● The Judicial Board will be utilized for all these things as well
● A few weeks ago, I introduced my Bylaw Of The Week initiative. Each week, I will

highlight one of our Panhellenic Bylaws or Recruitment Rules to increase awareness and
education of our policies.

● This week’s BOTW comes from our Recruitment Rules, Section 3: Chapter. It
states,

○ “During Formal Recruitment, no chapter member may accept a gift from PNMs.
○ Any items given to PNMs during any recruitment party must be given in equal

quantities
■ a.Potential New Members will only be allowed to leave a party with the

items they have entered with, with the exception of water bottles.
○ 6. There will be no promising of bids or verbal bids either directly or indirectly by

any active member, new member, new initiate, or alumnae of a chapter to a
PNM.”

● That’s it from me, have a wonderful week!!! PLAM <3
● Take time to rest & recharge during finals! You got this!
★
Vice President of Internal Recruitment- Brooke Campbell: ucfpaninternal@gmail.com

● Happy last pan Wednesday of the semester!
● We had such a high number of applicants for the open Head Break Room Chair position

open on Recruitment Team - and I would like to congratulate Cindy Fallon from Alpha
Epsilon Phi for filling the position! I am so excited to get her caught up on what we have
learned and to let her get started on the recruitment team tasks

● My last recruitment director meeting of the semester is Monday April 25th and the
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presidents are also coming.
○ We will be discussing what recruitment is going to look like so I can help prepare

them, so they can prepare you.
● Recruitment Update:

○ After discussion with UCF throughout the duration of the semester, the approval
of a fully in person recruitment (all 5 days) is on its final stage. UCF has asked for
a little bit of an extension and asked us just yesterday for a little bit of extra
information on scheduling. So I cannot make a confirmation at this very moment,
but I will have a confirmed answer for you early next week. Thank you for your
patience throughout the semester and keep a look out for an announcement later
on from your recruitment directors!

● Lastly, since it is the last pan before recruitment, this is my message from me to you:
○ I want to start off with a big thank you! Thank you for trusting me in this position

and for allowing me to show my passion for being a member of the panhellenic
community, but also my passion for bringing girls into it. I put my all into
everything I do in this role, so thank you for letting me do what I love. I want you
guys to embrace this recruitment. Primary recruitment is an amazing way to
connect with girls in your chapters and to talk about what your specific chapter
means to you. We are all surrounded by personable and powerful women, and I
cannot wait for you guys to show the Potential New Member’s what Panhellenic
is all about. Your recruitment directors are working so hard to provide for you
guys, and I could not be anymore proud of them. Treat them with kindness and
recognize they want to help you. I am also so proud of recruitment team for all of
their work they have put in, and they are truly going to help this show go on. I
wish you all the happiest, safest, and BEST recruitment ever! Have fun and meet
your future littles and besties!

● Only 117 days until ucf day 1
● That is all from me, have a stunning week and recruitment

Vice President of External Recruitment- Kali Rojas: ucfpanexternalrecruitment@gmail.com

● Happy last PAN of the semester !!!
● Your weekly reminder to tell all your not-yet-Greek friends to register for recruitment !!!

○ I mentioned it a few PANs ago but if you refer someone to register for recruitment
and they put your name in the “How did you find out about us?” section of the
registration you’ll be entered in a raffle for a prize come Fall semester !

○ The registration fee is right now the cheapest it will be all year ! It is currently
$130 and it will rise to $150 on May 4th, 2022 .
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○ Share your stories and experiences in PAN with everyone you know, you never
know what could be the tipping point of someone deciding to go through
recruitment and you could make that happen for someone !!!

● I am putting together a brochure on different initiatives and activities that Panhellenic has
going on so that summer tabling can be more about joining our community in all respects
and not simply signing up for recruitment .

○ Special thanks to Nella, Grace, and Lexi for helping me put this together !
● I had a 1:1 with Dr. Viancca Williams yesterday and it was so helpful in affirming that

my goals and activities are on the right track for the coming Summer and Fall semesters
and her guidance is always appreciated !!!

● I’m meeting with my assistant, Caitlin, next week to solidify our plans for regularly
communicating with registered Potential New Members for the summer to keep them
engaged, informed, and excited leading up to recruitment .

● Super excited to attend Brooke’s last Recruitment Director meeting of the semester . I
have an exciting opportunity to share with the chapters about summer tabling so if you
would like to help PAN promote recruitment this summer keep an ear out from news
from your chapters !

● My schedule will be changing for the summer but I will be in office (Office of Fraternity
and Sorority Life) regularly throughout the summer as well as available virtually for
meeting with Potential New Members and their families to answer any questions about
recruitment and Panhellenic . The link to schedule a Zoom meeting with me will be
added to the “Recruitment” tab of the PAN website and it can be provided if they just
email me to meet .

● Thank you so much for any amazing semester as your Vice President of External
Recruitment, I am so proud of and thankful for everyone who has helped me and I am so
excited to jump into this summer, have an amazing recruitment, and a spectacular Fall
semester ! Remember, any woman you meet could be the future of Panhellenic so live
and lead with your values this summer !!!

● Finally, remember to be mindful and loving towards yourself and your needs, find
yourself through this recruitment season and use this time beforehand to really see what
you need and can get out of it and Panhellenic .

● Pan Love and Mine Always !

Vice President of Risk Management- Oriana Ravenna: ucfpanrisk@gmail.com

➢ Happy last pan of the semester guys!
➢ Denim Day
➢ By a show of hands, who here knows what denim day is?
➢ Okay, well that’s what i’m going to tell you about today

○ Denim Day happens on the last Wednesday of April which is also Sexual Assualt
Awareness Month.

○ This day of action and awareness is an event in which people are encouraged to
wear denim to combat victim blaming and educate others about sexual violence.
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○ Also, The Director of diversity and inclusion from ADPI has shared some info
with me from a safety workshop on how to stay safe on campus and how to be
safe in a social setting:

○ I wanted to highlight some things I think are important to know:
➢ How to be Safe on Campus

○ Know your resources.
■ Who should you contact if you or a friend needs help? Where should you

go? Locate resources such as the campus health center, campus police
station, and a local sexual assault service provider. Notice where
emergency phones are located on campus, and put the campus security
number into your cell phone for easy access.

○ Stay alert
■ When you’re moving around on campus or in the surrounding

neighborhood, be aware of your surroundings.
○ Be careful about posting your location.

■ Many social media sites, like snapchat or instagram as we know, use
geolocation to share your location with others. Consider disabling this
function or review who you allow to view your location

○ Think about Plan B
■ If your phone dies, do you have a few numbers memorized to get help?
■ Do you have the address to your dorm or college memorized?
■ If you drive, is there a spare key hidden, gas in your car, and a set of

jumper cables?
○ Be secure

■ Lock your door and windows when you’re asleep and when you leave the
room.

➢ Safety in Social Settings:
○ Make a plan

■ If you’re going to a party, go with people you trust. Agree to watch out for
each other and plan to leave together. If your plans change, make sure to
touch base with the other people in your group. Don’t leave someone
stranded in an unfamiliar or unsafe situation.

○ Protect your drink
■ Don’t leave your drink unattended, and watch out for your friends’ drinks

if you can
○ It’s okay to lie

■ If you want to exit a situation immediately and are concerned about
frightening or upsetting someone, it’s okay to lie. You are never obligated
to remain in a situation that makes you feel uncomfortable, pressured, or
threatened

■ You can also lie to help a friend leave a situation that you think may be
dangerous. Some excuses you could use are needing to take care of
another friend or family member, an urgent phone call, not feeling well,
and having to be somewhere else by a certain time.

○ Be a good friend

https://www.rainn.org/articles/how-respond-if-someone-pressuring-you


■ Trust your instincts. If you notice something that doesn’t feel right, it
probably isn’t.

● With all this being said, we have some really cute denim scrunchies if you would like to
grab one on the way out and you can wear them on April 27th to stand with all those who
have been affected by sexual assualt.

● Thank you guys for listening and have a great summer!

Vice President of Public Relations- Amy Le:ucfpanpr@gmail.com
● I’m continuing my work in revamping media in time for our Potential New Members!

○ Includes making some video content
○ Website resources
○ Blog – I am once again asking you all to help me! If you want a chance to be

featured on your experience – please fill out my form if you want to be a part of
it!

■ WEBSITE BLOG SUBMISSION FORM
● Really cool things that you all can be a part of – value based recruitment isn’t about

selling an idea that doesn’t exist, but is a reflection of the great things this community has
to offer. Your experience is valuable, a Potential New Member can be seen and be
represented through you. Let us tell your story!

● Pan Shoutouts
○ “To my roommate Lexi! UR amazing & accomplish anything u put ur mind 2!” -

Aviana Fedele
○ “Sophie in DZ you’re doing amazing!! Love your PC bestie <3” -Emma Taylor
○ “I absolutely loved being your japan, Natalie! You’re killing it! Love Meghan (:”

-Meg Kalenborn
○ “SHOUTOUT TO VP OF INTERNAL BROOKE!! I HOPE YOU HAVE A

STUNNING WEEK!” -Allison Beckerman

Vice President of Community Involvement- Grace Schmorrow: ucfpaninvolvement@gmail.com

● Hello everyone, happy last pan of the semester!
● Starting Monday, I, with the help of some girls on my committee and Pan Exec, will be

passing out chocolate bars to help get you through finals week.
● These chocolate bars have a QR code on them that links to a flier with information about

Circle of Sisterhood and a venmo where people can donate to Circle of Sisterhood!
● This is not just for Greek life. So, tell your friends in and out of Greek Life that if they

come to the Student Union and Library throughout next week they can get chocolate!
● The Pan Instagram will post a story with more information on exact times this weekend!
● That’s all from me, good luck on finals and have an amazing summer!!!!

Vice President of Leadership and Academic Development- Shenella Foster:
ucfpanlad@gmail.com
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● There are 4 positions that have been reopened on the Student Government Executive
Cabinet which close this week April 22, 11:59 pm. The positions are:

○ Deputy Chief of Staff
○ Comptroller
○ Graphic Design Coordinator
○ Visual Media Coordinator

■ Applications can be found on Knight Connect

● This week I would like to ask for the JPANs of this semester to stand up and get this gift
card for all their efforts this semester:

○ Hailey Walek
○ Paige Moose
○ Kaylynn Lindsay
○ Brianna Urea
○ Meghan Kalenborn
○ Maggie Lane
○ Jenna Koplo
○ Carolina Perez
○ Ashley Bess
○ Tess Lynch
○ olivia joson
○ Bella Scoma
○ Kayla Rodriguez
○ Olivia Jososn

● My assistant Carolina and I have been working on a few things this past week. We have
compiled a list and I would like to take an opportunity to appreciate all the women who
have been nominated for Panhellenic Scholars of the past few months.

○ Alpha Delta Pi
■ Natalia Kabat
■ Riley Melvin
■ Nikole Solano
■ Natalie Kabat

○ Alpha Epsilon Phi
■ Kerry Capo
■ Madi Lowe
■ Alyssa Merz
■ Deborah Gottenger

○ Chi Omega
■ Annette Torres
■ Meghan Mccormick
■ Leah Bombbassaro
■ Sophia Tolomeo
■ Leah Silverman



■ Sophia Tolomeo
○ Delta Delta Delta

■
○ Delta Zeta

■ Eden Haber
■ Lindsay Eisenstark

○ Gamma Phi Beta
■ Cameron Hojecki
■ Ariana Jordan

○ Kappa Delta
■ Carolina Perez
■ Manuela Demarchi (2x)
■ Kimber Counts

○ Kappa Alpha Theta
■ Natalie Majano
■ Annamarie Knowles
■ Jayna Weiss

○ Kappa Kappa Gamma
■ Alexis Cinotti (2x)
■ Mia Newberg

○ Zeta Tau Alpha
■ Kiara Turgeon
■ Konstantina Papioanou

● Congratulations to all the graduating seniors you deserve to celebrate, remember to stay
safe! You are loved and have left a footprint behind. For those not graduating, begin to
think about the impact you want to leave before you graduate.

● It was great coming to these meetings each week and seeing all of you, continue your
involvement for the next semester and stay safe!

● That’s all from me, I look forward to seeing you all next semester!

Vice President of Recruitment Guides- Jess Losardo: ucfpanrecruitmentguides@gmail.com

● Happy Pan Wednesday!
● I do not have much to report, however, I am sad this is the last Pan of the semester.
● I am going to miss seeing this wonderful community of empowered women come

together every Wednesday at 3:30 pm.
● Congrats to all of the seniors graduating! You will be missed, but we are so proud of you.

Strive to fulfill your dreams and know Panhellenic has got your back:)
● Spirit week is in…

○ 110 days!
● That’s all from me, have a great week and good luck on finals!

Vice President of Administration- Alyssa Russo: ucf.pan.vpa@gmail.com
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● Hi everyone and happy wednesday!!
● Welcome to our last Pan of the Spring semester :(
● Pan Attendance Winner Is……

○ CONGRATS: CHI OMEGA!!
○ I will be in contact with you guys separately soon to figure out check details

● All Recruitment Shirts have been ordered!
○ Finance chairs & presidents will receive their invoices tonight

● Pan Dels: THANK YOU SO MUCH for an amazing semester and I can’t wait to work
with you guys again in the fall <3

● Good luck on finals and have a great rest of your semester ❤ ❤

Vice President of Diversity & Inclusion- Lexi Butler: ucfpandei@gmail.com

● The DGC Liaisons and I worked on finishing up the cross council pairings today! We've
decided to conjoin the National PanHellenic Council And Diversified Greek Councils
pairings with Panhellenic. These pairings will be announced next semester, as we work
on what events or activities you all will be participating in. Pan Dels if you have any
suggestions feel free to reach out to me or the DGC Liaisons.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Advisor reports:
● Viancca:

○ Tonight is the Chapter Presidents’ and Advisors’ Meeting at 6 pm via Zoom.
○ Packet 2 is due this Friday, April 22 at 5 pm via webcourses.
○ Working on reviewing resumes for the Coordinator, who will serve as the Advisor

to Panhellenic.

Chair Reports:

Inter-Fraternity Council:
● Planning to work with Inter-Fraternity Council over the summer for future calendar dates
● Keeping in contact with Inter-Fraternity Council to plan new cross-council fall events
● Continuing to help and show them how we do recruitment

Diversified Greek Council:
● Mu Sigma something is having a study session
● Lambda Phi Epsilon - New Member Probate 7:45-
● Sigma lambda beta - new me sat HEC 125 8pm
● Saturday 23rd omega class new member class
●

National Pan-Hellenic Council:
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● Fun Fact: Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. is the first international fraternal organization
founded at Howard University on November 17, 1911. Their Cardinal Principles are
manhood, scholarship, perseverance and uplift.

● Delta Sigma Theta’s DeltaWeek
○ April 20th - The Mind Flayer
○ Male Mental Health Panel

■ MSB 260 @ 7:13 pm
● April 21st - Into the MIDST of Politics

○ MI TIMES and Political Awareness campaign on instagram live
● April 22nd - Dear Ukraine Chapter 2

○ Medical item donations (gauze, bandages, water, antibiotic ointments) @ OSI to
benefit the Ukrainian Catholic Church

○ More info is posted to their instagram @MIDST1975

Greek Council:
● Friday April 22nd - Day of Service at Office of Fraternity and Sorority Life

Chapter reports:

Alpha Delta Pi- Maddison Rametta
● Happy last Pan, thank you Kappa Kappa Gamma for hosting!
● All our members had a fantastic time last week on our Black Diamond Formal!
● We had so much fun wrapping up fundraising for Zeta Beta Tau and Delta Sigma Phi’s

philanthropy events throughout last week.
● Thank you to everyone who came to our study party on Monday, it was such a good time!
● This week is our senior appreciation week, and we have been spoiling our seniors before

they leave us.
● We look forward to our mom’s weekend to relax before finals week!
● QOTW: Some of our sisters have noticed positive changes they look forward to seeing in

the future including: Less judgment overall, the disassembling of the tier system, better
Greek-wide relations, better community involvement and more passion towards
community goals and bigger and better things.

● That’s all from me, have a great summer and good luck on finals!

Alpha Epsilon Phi- Balyn Siegel
● Hi everyone, thank you Kappa Kappa Gamma for hosting!
● We had so much fun at our big appreciation night last week and are going to miss our

seniors so much.
● This week is Passover so on Saturday we are having a break the fast at the house to eat

pizza, enjoy the holiday together, and spend some time together before finals!



● Pan question of the week: We really like seeing the strive for better connections with
NPHC and DGC, as well as taking into consideration all our opinions about anything
dealing with Panhellenic.

● That’s all from me good luck on finals!

Alpha Xi Delta- Hannah Feingold
● Thank you Kappa Kappa Gamma for hosting
● We had so much fun at our pan pairing with Zeta Tau Alpha last week!
● Yesterday we had a sisterhood tye dye event!
● Today we have a sister study party!
● This week is our senior week and we are having so much fun spoiling our seniors!
● In response to the pan question of the week some of the things our sisters said was

○ “continuing connections w other orgs”
○ “more pairings in the fall”

Chi Omega- Natalie Ingrum
● Hey Everyone!! Happy Pan Wednesday!! Thank you Kappa for hosting!
● Tomorrow night we are having a sisterhood event where we will be painting tote bags!
● We have an Earth Day themed event on Friday with Best Buddies where we will be

decorating rocks and painting pots!
● Saturday is our senior night at the Winter Park Farmers Market where we will celebrate

our seniors and all they have contributed to our chapter.
● We have been enjoying raising money and participating in Tau Kappa Epsilon’s

philanthropy week!
● Next week is our house girls dinner where we will be catering Chipotle!
● For the Pan Question of the Week, our sisters loved increased involvement with other

organizations such as DGC and NPHC as well as the pan community making impactful
changes to the bylaws.

● That's all from me! Hope you all have a successful finals week as well as a safe and fun
summer! See you all next semester!

Delta Delta Delta- Elise Kimbrough

● Hi everyone! Thank you Kappa Kappa Gamma for hosting!
● This week is our senior week and we are loving getting to spoil our seniors as their time

in our chapter comes to an end. We also have our sisterhood retreat this Saturday at
Taverna Opa and we are so excited! We are excited to be participating in Tau Kappa
Epsilon's philanthropy event this week while raising money for St. Jude!



● In response to the pan question of the week I would say something I have loved getting to
see change in the Panhellenic community this semester is the increased relations with
other councils.

● That's all from me, have a great week!

Delta Zeta- Sophia Romano
● Thank you Kappa Kappa Gamma for hosting!
● Hope everyone had a great Passover and Easter this weekend!
● We had so much fun at our Pan pairing event last Wednesday! We got to mingle while

eating ice cream at the Tri Delta house!
● Our new members have their retreat tomorrow!
● We are so excited to be participating in Tau Kappa Epsilon's Philanthropy event this

week!
● We are also having our first whole chapter recruitment workshop tonight!
● Our Mom's weekend painting and brunch is this weekend and we can't wait to spend the

weekend with them!
● Our graduating spring seniors have their Delta Zeta graduation pictures on Sunday and

we are so sad to see them go.
● We have a partial proceeds at Fresh Kitchen on Monday, April 25th!
● Our last chapter dinner is also on Monday :(
● PAN QUESTION:

○ 1. "Incorporating more pan pairing events"
○ 2. "Being able to attend DGC and NPHC events and vice versa"
○ 3. "Staying informed and up to date with events by the Pan Executive board"
○ 4. "Continuing feeling heard and supported by the Executive board"

● Have a great week! Good luck on Finals!! :)

Gamma Phi Beta- Madison Marsh
● Hi everyone!
● Thank you Kappa Kappa Gamma for hosting this week!
● I hope everyone is having a great week so far!
● We had a blast at our formal this past week! It was so much fun dressing up and dancing

with all our sisters!
● We are enjoying senior week this week, getting a chance to celebrate the seniors and

tonight is senior wills which is super exciting!
● We have a sisterhood retreat this Saturday at Hamburger Mary's which we are all looking

forward to!
● We have our academic dinner tomorrow night to celebrate all our top scholars!
● In response to last week's question



○ Opportunity to give feedback
○ Liaisons going to other chapters and bringing all the information to our PANs

● That's all from me. I hope everyone has a great week!

Kappa Alpha Theta- Grace Golba
● Hi everyone, thank you Kappa Kappa Gamma for hosting!
● We had a lot of fun participating in Zeta Beta Tau, Phi Gamma Delta, and Delta Sigma

Phi’s events and are looking forward to Tau Kappa Epsilon’s.
● We also had so much fun at our formal at the Balcony in downtown Orlando.
● This weekend we have our senior brunch and scholarship banquet.
● One change that we have seen this semester through the panhellenic community that we

would like to continue to see more of in the future is more opportunities to get to know
other chapters, like the pan painting and pan pairings with DGC and NPHC.

● Good luck on finals!!
● That’s it from me, hope you all have a great summer!

Kappa Delta- Krista Kennedy
● Thank you, Kappa Kappa Gamma, for hosting!
● We had so much fun at our Panhellenic Pairing Event with Pi Beta Phi on Friday eating

pizza and doing trivia for prizes!
● We are so excited for our last Sisterhood event of the semester on Sunday doing goat

yoga.
● Question Of The Week: Our sisters loved improving relations with IFC, DGC, NPHC,

and Greek Council, our events with other Panhellenic chapters, and more focus on
diversity and inclusion this semester and would love to see all of these things continue in
the future!

● We hope everyone has a great summer and good luck with finals!

Kappa Kappa Gamma-  Hadley Atchinson
● Hi everyone! Welcome to Kappa Kappa Gamma!
● We had an amazing time at our Formal at Canvas on Friday! Thank you so much to our

sisters Alli Calvert and Meg Hall for putting on such an amazing event, we are so
thankful for both of you!

● We had a tote bag painting party last night which was so fun!
● We are also getting excited to celebrate our seniors and send them off this Sunday at the

Golden Bear Club!
● We are wrapping up our semester with lots of sisterhood studies!
● We are getting ready for Recruitment with some workshops and filming for our

sisterhood video as well!



● To answer the pan question of the week, a change we have liked seeing is the
involvement with other greek councils outside of Pan and IFC. We are so excited to have
better relations with DGC and NPHC in the future!

● That's it from me, have an amazing week and a fantastic summer!

Pi Beta Phi- Tess Lynch presenting for Hannah Lewis

● Hi everyone. I hope y’all have had a great week so far. Thank you Kappa Kappa Gamma
for hosting.

● This week we said goodbye to our seniors graduating and had a fun celebration for them.
● We are very excited for the semester to be coming to an end these next few weeks
● I asked my chapter the question of the week and they said seeing an inclusion position on

pan exec.
● That’s all from me, have a fabulous week and good luck on finals!

Zeta Tau Alpha- Jill Cinco

● Thank you Kappa Kappa Gamma for hosting!
● We had our senior send off week last week where we showed our seniors appreciation

with baskets and dinner!
● This week we are having a crown grouping outing where we match sisters to other sisters

and send them out on a little group date to get closer to girls in our sorority who may not
have thought to get close before.

● Our answer to the pan question is to keep up the involvement with DGC and NPHC.
● Good luck on finals!

Attendance
Alpha Delta Pi (6)
Alpha Epsilon Phi (14)
Alpha Xi Delta (8)
Chi Omega (7)
Delta Delta Delta (2)
Delta Zeta (16)
Gamma Phi Beta (6)
Kappa Alpha Theta (1)
Kappa Delta (1)
Kappa Kappa Gamma (hosted)
Pi Beta Phi (3)
Zeta Tau Alpha (7)



Attendance winner for this week was [Delta Zeta].

Attendance winner for this semester was [ Chi Omega ].

The next meeting will be next semester!!.

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at [4:21pm].

[Alyssa Russo ], Vice President of Administration

Approval: []


